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Abstract
I began my thesis in the summer 2015 with the intent to create a performance
exploring spiritual embodiment, storytelling, and non-western concert dance aesthetics.
From there, it experienced many changes, most notably shifting from a large group of
dancers and musicians to working with only one dancer--sophomore Lauren Delisle. As
we worked, the project grew into something we could not have anticipated. Using an
archetypal character who transcends adversity, I set out with my partner, Lauren, to craft
a narrative through movement: my role as guide through an improvisational experience
and Lauren’s as mover. We engaged in a rich and healing process of discovery, using a
mixture of authentic movement, meditation, Body-Mind Centering, and reflection through
art, dialogue, and poetry. At one point of reflection during our process, we realized that
what we had done all semester had never been about choreography or performance, but
instead was about deeply listening to the stories contained within our bodies and the
healing that followed. We had intuitively and inadvertently been immersed in a practice
of dance therapy. To develop the work further, we began to ask questions about how to
share this intimate journey between the two of us with an audience, engaging them in
becoming both witness and experiencer. What emerged was a site-specific trio between
the facilitator, dancer, and audience, one that invites us all to consider the nature of
performance and the courage to hear our hearts.

Background
Out of this project something unexpected incubated and then birthed that was so
rich, complex and inexplicable that quite frankly, I am finding it nearly impossible to
articulate with even some semblance of order, or to give this thesis its due in a single
paper. Every (and I mean e-v-e-r-y) minute detail of this project was profoundly nuanced,
wrought with deep meaning and so much bigger and incomprehensible than I could have
ever imagined. Not in my wildest of dreams could I have planned a work like this.
And so I find myself now desperately wanting to share all of its sophistication and
labyrinthian complexity and hardly able to describe more than just the bare bones of this
project. Much like trying to describe a human being inside an intricate and miraculous
body, yet so animated and full of life! All I feel able to do is to tell of these incredible bare
bones. Yet, there is so much more to tell of than just this stunning skeleton, these
amazing ligaments, these beautiful muscles and lavish veins. Because then, center
stage, in walks the heart, the faithful, beating, pulsating organ yet so full of the human
soul with a breadth all of it’s own. Hence, I am left mute.
Unequivocally, this project became an entity--a living entity. It too had it’s own
pulsating heart and life’s breath, carrying with it an unforeseen and unfolding message
that somehow we were to first understand and then to share. What became stunningly
clear was that this was not merely a project to complete in order to graduate; this was
something more, something dynamic and alive, and as if it were...demanding to speak.
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This “Art-spirit” had it’s own clear, precise will and poignant message. But who dare
claim such a thing? Yet there was no denying this madness; somehow, this Art was
alive, and guiding us.
Over and over, it made itself known. Deeper and deeper it drew us into its vortex.
Quieter and quieter we became as we learned to trust. All the while it guided and
directed this project, moving us as to where we were to go--sometimes jarringly,
sometimes plainly, sometimes discretely, yet never silently. The Art knew what it wanted
to say and somehow I and my partner became channels through which It was given
voice. Whenever I tried to direct, nothing seemed to work. But when I simply let it speak,
the Art--which was merely its medium--spoke. So how can I describe this Art of the
heart, from its conception, evolution, birth, and growth to the profound life lessons it held
in store for us? That is like asking for a soul’s biography that began in the womb and has
yet to be completed. How can I possibly describe this all to you? I cannot. So here is my
humble attempt to share about my project, Ad Astra per Aspera.

The Genesis
As you can imagine, the project saw many evolutions, but its genesis happened
all the way back during freshman year. After attending the Emerge Thesis presentations
of the seniors at the time, I left enlivened and ignited! I was impressed by the developed
artistry seen through the comprehensive and rich projects the seniors completed.
Inspired by the diverse range of projects, I began to ponder what sort of project I might
do. Immediately, I began writing about a project that I would like to create. I imagined a
big theatrical piece that mixed different styles of dance and looked at important world
topics. In this first vision of a project, I thought of juxtaposing African dance against ballet
or trying to use a mixture of Israeli and Pakistani dance. I thought of countless scenes
that could come from these forms of dance, scenes that would comment on race,
gender, or sexuality. I imagined using belly dance in connection with the theme of
pregnancy or having a same gender tango. Mostly, I just imagined doing a big
performative work that involved a lot of different styles of dance which made political or
cultural statements. At this stage, it was a montage of culture, story and social justice
through a vibrant mode of dissemination and included live music as well. From there on
it was decided, my thesis project would be a multi-cultural work of dance and theater that
communicated something of importance for our collective growth.
The next time I seriously worked on my thesis was the summer going into my
senior year almost by accident during the Summer Undergraduate Research Program
2015. I wanted to participate in the program because I had done so the year prior and
loved the opportunity to work on original research. At the time, I was not thinking that this
would be the beginning of my thesis. I just wanted to do a research project. Choosing a
topic for my research was both stressful and humourous. I had no idea what my starting
question should be. I thought about looking into previous questions of interest, like the
codification and evolution of jazz. But when perusing through an old list of dance
inquiries, nothing felt relevant to my current state. My method for choosing my SURP
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research topic was by simply going to the library and pulling every single title on dance
that interested me. Then taking inventory of the collection of works I had gathered and
organizing them into various topics. I had books about site-specific work, ethnic dance
forms, social dance, and spirituality within dance. These were my interests, so I decided
I would somehow craft a project that included all of them, combining the things I was
hungry to learn about into one project! My research would be a choreographic project
and would also be the beginning of my thesis work!
As I sketched out an abstract for the project I intended to create and its specific
pillars, I realized that these pillars--gleaned from book titles that fascinated me-- were
almost exactly the project that I envisioned myself creating three years earlier at the
beginning of freshman year. I titled this project: The Creation of a Musical ChoreoStory
through the exploration of social dance forms, spiritual embodiment and storytelling. It
would be a multicultural work that explored our understanding of performance, through
literature and movement, especially asking questions about ritual/spirituality in social and
intercultural dance making. I wanted to create a participatory and sensory rich
environment (in accordance with values from social dance), and to tell story in a
multimedia way.
That summer, I worked with Judy Scalin to begin the first studies for this grand
projected work. I read a lot about different forms of dance, especially Middle Eastern and
it’s improvisational and social forms. I found music samples for the work, created a
character study for my story, a timeline for the year, and composed a dance ritual that I
planned to intersplice into the narrative. I felt that this was good base work and at the
end of the summer, as requested by the department, I re-articulated my plan for the
work, it’s theme, and how I would structure rehearsals and the performance.
What has been described thus far is how I planned for the structure of the work
through identifying main topics of interest in art-making. I will briefly mention now some
of the genesis of my theme. I wanted to engage in storytelling, but honestly, I didn’t quite
know what story I was yet to tell. And as these early project pillars influenced the work
that emerged, so did the early seeds for a theme. In the summer, with Judy, I created
two distinct character studies and a dance ritual study. I do not feel that the dance ritual
influenced the future thematically, but the character studies did. I explored two
characters, one I called the Death Bringer and the other the Storyteller. The Storyteller
was cheeky, rooted in an African and Middle Eastern movement aesthetic and playfully
told the audience s/he was going to tell them a story. This character was composed just
by beginning with the idea of storytelling. The Death Bringer on the other hand emerged
months before in Roz’s Repertoire & Performance class. In class, we were directed to
share a writing solely through a movement we did about our understanding of love and
some pain we had about it. Within the improvisation emerged a very distinct character.
At the time, all I knew about this character was that it didn’t fit. They were the “bringer of
the challenge object”, “seductress in pain”, “tormented”. This character was lethargic,
sad and in pain, holding tenaciously onto a limiting truth and thrashing. I did not
understand or have peace with this confusing, painful presence. This character made
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such an impact on me, that I knew I had to explore it further and potentially create a
piece about it. I held onto this character as I continued in the project.
Another moment of thematic development happened near the end of the summer
after SURP. I was experiencing some personal challenges that were creating a great
deal of chaos and stress. But, as I took a moment to pause and breathe into these
challenges, I began to see them as “opportunities” to practice greater compassion, more
mastery over self, peacefulness, etc., rather than bad things happening to me. With this
simple flip in my perspective, I was amazed to see how these (and other) challenges in
my life were merely learning opportunities for growth and were orchestrated so that in
some way I was supported as I faced them. A great example of this is how I was
experiencing some of these challenges at a time when my mother (who lives back east)
was accessible and physically nearby. She was able to provide support and guidance,
enabling me to find perspective and build new skills. I felt as though the
Universe/God/Spirit had orchestrated this perfect classroom in order for me to develop.
This was not a hardship, but rather an opportunity to learn something new. And,
considering that this specific lesson involved my learning greater compassion,
forgiveness, and organization, it was actually a great gift! At that moment, I knew that I
wanted my thesis work to be about perspectives.
What stories have we been telling ourselves about the challenges or pain in our
lives? I began to see that we confused things by our perspectives and stories we tell
ourselves in order to interpret the moments of our lives. We experience stress and pain,
but what if it was our reactions to the experiences rather than the experiences
themselves that were the epicenters of our stress and pain? What if a simple flip in
perspective was all it took to lighten the intensity of these moments and to see with new
understanding that everything in our lives was actually there to aid in our development?
What if all of our challenges were actually profound gifts meant to further our growth?!
And, despite what it may look like, what if we were handed these challenges with
adequate support to meet them and all we needed to do was simply reframe our
interpretation of them? Wow…! I experienced my stressful situations in the summer from
this new perspective and saw the incredible difference it made. So, I wanted to tell a
story about stories-- the stories we tell ourselves about our reality and its meaning.
I knew as well that the “Death Bringer” was a part of the story. The Death Bringer
was a stagnant and energetically dead character. This character wasn’t able to see
his/her challenges from a different perspective. He/s held onto limiting beliefs, believed
obstacles were hindrances, instead of opportunities for great growth and mastery over
self. The Death Bringer allowed challenges to twist and distort his/her perspective,
blamed others and saw him/herself as a victim. The Death Bringer held onto pain and
because of that, spewed out negativity, bringing “death”-- death of life and growth.
Beyond the Death Bringer and Storyteller, I knew there was another important character.
I didn’t exactly have a good name for it, and still don’t really, but I called this the Love
character. This was a Christ archetype with themes of resurrection and compassion.
This character was the opposite of the Death Bringer, able to see challenges in a greater
light. But the Love character didn’t just see them differently, she completely transformed
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the narrative of her life because of them. Her challenges and pain were significant, in
fact, some of it caused by characters like the Death Bringer. The Love character’s pain
was so significant that it wasn’t merely enough for her to just decide her challenges were
meant for good. This character’s whole theme was about great transformation,
resurrection, an ability to see a completely different story. I didn’t know everything about
this character yet, but I did know that ultimately at the core this character was love,
compassion, courage, and heart.
The fall semester served as an open playground to explore the aesthetic I was
interested in pursuing through the pillars that I had articulated very specifically during
SURP and what now was my narrative, a story which I knew had three distinct
characters. Again, I entered the semester with extremely descriptive terms of the project.
Asked by our Thesis class to articulate the nature of the project, I said I would use a
mixture of belly dance, african dance, salsa, folk dance, monologue, narrative,
characters, singing, spiritual rituals, and storytelling and wrote, “[This piece] will explore
movement and theater in very broad and expansive terms looking at their use to engage
people, offer gratitude or blessings, and create something outside of the traditional
performance model.” I stated the structure of the work would be in narrative form with
dance rituals interspersed between the story, and I projected that I would mostlikely
perform the project at an outdoor site.
In all honesty, there was so much talking, deciding and describing the project in
the beginning, that I think it was too much. I articulated the work more than actually
discovering it. And the work continued to go through many evolutions and iterations. .
I began my rehearsals and quickly put together a group of dancers and
musicians to start playing with these ideas and composing a work together with the
projected terms in mind. I told my dancers that this stage was meant to compose the
work through exploration. I was seeking to craft a work and looked to them to help me to
do so by being open to play, but also, I was not making any final casting choices, that
would come after the fall semester. The dancers that worked with me during this process
were Greta Pearse, Jamie Oseas, Lauren Delisle and at times also included Michaella
Yarnell.
I taught them folk dances like La Zamba and La Chacarera from Argentinian
folklore and a Cuban style salsa called Rueda. We did phrases of middle eastern dance,
meditations about the heart, candle balancing dances and with all of this, I started
crafting mini scenes that I felt were a part of this narrative. The scenes were made up of
folk dances or simple choreography that I had composed on my own. Subtly, I was
already being guided. The choreography did not feel that important to me, it felt merely
like a placeholder for the narrative and points of the story to be articulated through us
instead of by us.
Early in the process of crafting the mini scenes, I gathered the musicians who
were to be a part of our work. The ensemble consisted of: Charlie Lo Presti on bass,
Sultan AlKhodari on classical guitar and gamelan, Ian Trahan on Drums, Percussion
and gamelan, Tiffani Williams on vocals, and Hannah Samson (my sister) on viola who
was also to serve as musical director. I worked with the musicians separately from the
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dancers at first, showing them the choreography and describing the kind of music we
needed to accompany each scene. The ensemble improvised based on samples of
music or textures that I described. There was one classically written piece, other than
that, all the music was improvised, created collaboratively under my and Hannah’s
direction. After working on their own, I began rehearsing the music ensemble and
dancers together. Setting the music to the choreographed scenes and folk dances we
had worked on. I specifically asked the dancers and musicians to respond and relate to
each other while dancing/playing. Ultimately, the decision was made not to use any
musicians or music, but it was very satisfying working with an ensemble of musicians
and dancers and I am eager to do so again in the future.
At the end of the fall semester, I held a showing of the work done thus far. I
invited Kristen Smiarowski, Alexx Shilling, and Teresa Heiland and asked for feedback,
hoping to gauge what was working and what was coming across. We presented eight
mini scenes using four dancers, out of what I projected would eventually be 12 scenes
for a cast of approximately eight dancers. The scenes presented were as followed:
1. African Spirit in the forest intro- An introduction to the Storyteller character
including an original monologue about stories and perspectives performed with
playful physicality, additional dancers improvising, and a processional movement
train in an African style with a quirky sound score by the Storyteller.
2. Meeting, “La Zamba”- The Death Bringer and the Love character meet each
other by doing a partner folk dance, La Zamba set to Hannah and Sultan playing
Piazzolla’s Cafe 1930.
3. Death Bringer becomes twisted- A movement study of the Death Bringer
character portraying pain and lethargy performed by Abbi and Jamie with Jamie
acting as a shadow to the movement and set to Charlie’s and Ian’s
improvisations on bass and drums.
4. Resurrection Poem- Lauren as the Love character reads Resurrection by Gustav
Mahler.
5. Holes- A small scene where all the dancers bump into Lauren playing the Love
character, knocking her down, set to discordant improvisations by the ensemble
including bass, viola, jegog, ganza, and gong.
6. Healing- A simple duet between Lauren as Love character and Angel character
by Greta that evolves into a simple candle balancing dance to signify light and
healing, set to ambient harmonious improvisations by the ensemble.
7. Movement Ritual “You Will see Clearly”- A movement “ritual” or “prayer”
composed with the intent to use movement in a non-performative way, but for
purposes of spiritual offering with the inclusion of singing, banging rocks and Ian
on drums.
8. Celebration- A group folk dance, mixing a belly dance phrase, La Chacarera
(Argentine folklore), and Rueda, set to an improvised folk tune by the music
ensemble.
Performing these scenes took about a half hour. As mentioned, the most
important thing was the overall narrative as I tried to blend use of non-western social
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dance forms, spiritual embodiment, characters, and a live music ensemble. The
questions Kristen, Alexx, and Teresa asked were if I was achieving success with my
blend of elements and if there was a clear sense of narrative and character. I told them it
felt as though I was sharing a crazy free-write because there were so many ideas I was
wanting to convey and it felt like they were all out there at once.
I received a lot of feedback about this showing. Teresa, Alexx, and Kristen talked
about intentionality and ownership in our bodies of the forms I was exploring, spatial
choices and the idea of narrowing. They noted that each episode could be it’s own piece
and that I was not fully developing all the ideas that I was putting into the work. We
talked about the need to be responsible when working with different cultural forms
because of the references and history they contained. I was prompted to know why I was
using such forms (beyond just liking them) and to know what the essential questions of
the piece were. Since I had pulled in so many ideas and wasn’t able to go deeply into
any of them, I was encouraged to narrow the piece and develop just one idea. It was
true, I had made a gumbo, throwing everything into the pot that interested me as an
artist. This was however, a necessary step in my process. I had yet to do any
choreographic projects on my own; this exploration really was my way of trying to
understand who I was as an artist, what my aesthetic was, and in what ways I wanted to
work. The vastness of the project helped me to understand these and important issues
and provided a starting point.
After sitting with the feedback for a bit, I knew the piece that I wanted to keep and
further develop was the narrative and characters. This had been an important element
from the beginning. Looking back, I again see how the Guidance was strong and clear. I
didn’t have time to really look at movement rituals, or make a responsible and thoroughly
investigated multi-cultural work with a large cast; but I was rather attached to the three
characters: Love, Death Bringer, and Storyteller.
At the conclusion of the semester, I asked Lauren Delisle if she would play the
Love character, Michaella Yarnell if she would play the Death Bringer, and cast myself
as the Storyteller. I decided to use improvisation to craft these characters and the
choreography--a form that would come straight out of the bodies at hand, instead of
imposing a style that might not be fully suited for the dancers. I let go of non-western folk
dances and spiritual rituals, holding space for music to possibly become a part of the
piece later if needed. Going into the spring semester, I had three characters and a
narrative that I wanted to show through them. I also had decided the method for
exploration and movement generation was improvisation. From there I would craft a
narrative, bringing to fulfillment the remaining pillar, storytelling. What followed next was
completely unexpected and amazingly profound.

The Process
As mentioned, the pillar we were choosing to focus on was storytelling. We were
going to craft a narrative through movement. Our entry point into the spring semester
was the archetypal character and our method of exploration was improvisation. To
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conduct our movement research, we began with improvisational exercises, holding the
thought that ultimately, we were working to develop a performance and craft
choreography from these explorations. Our first rehearsal involved a discussion about
the three characters and what it meant to choose how we viewed the events in our lives.
My character, the Storyteller, questioned people, challenging them to look at their
perceptions. The Love character transcended a narrow and painful perception of her
reality and held a greater peace and truth. While the Death Bringer, held onto despair
and the limited and painful perception of reality. Lauren, Michaela and I sat outside in the
interfaith peace garden our first rehearsal discussing what we thought about this idea of
perception. We then did authentic movement together. My desire as project director was
to have them leave prepared, knowing what was to come. Actually, it’s interesting to
note, that this was Lauren’s first time doing authentic movement something that became
such a huge part of our process.
Next, I set up times to work with each dancer oneonone. Our preliminary
task/focus was to find out who these characters were, what their story was and how they
moved? We needed to develop a physicality for them, both a pedestrian physicality and
a dance vocabulary. We also needed to uncover the character’s personal narrative and
arc.
For Lauren’s character, the Love character, I had already gathered a defining
text. At that early stage, I felt strongly that Resurrection by Gustav Mahler captured the
essence of who this character was. His text talks about rebirth. It begins by saying, “You
will be born again; you bloom again and nothing will be lost to you.” The text asks the
speaker’s heart to believe these things. Mahler then directly addressed suffering saying
to himself, “You have not suffered in vain” “O pain...from you I have been
wrested!...Now you are conquered…With wings I won for myself...I shall upwards to that
light which no eye has penetrated!” He concludes by saying to his heart “What you have
conquered, will bear you to God!” This was the essence of the Love characterrebirth,
the conquering of struggles and pain. Instead of defeat, she saw it as the catalyst that
would launch her toward greater growth and union with God! This character was able to
transform pain into blessing, seeing it as the very thing that gave her wings and liberated
her. Transformation, rebirth, strength, union with Light, and Love were at the heart of this
character.
An important component of our process was journaling. I purchased 3 blank
journals which we used to fill with ideas and reflections. In Lauren’s journal, I filled the
first few pages with thoughts about this character, including the Mahler poem describing
it as the manifesto for her character. The other important component that I already knew
to be a part of this character was the heart. I didn’t exactly know how the heart was
engaged or what it had to express through this character, but I knew that this was a
character who found great compassion and allowed her challenges to aid in the growth
of her heart’s capacity to love. I knew that love and the heart organ would define this
character. So, I simply called this character the Love character.
These were our entry points into the spring semester. We were focused on
storytelling and bringing to life a character through movement. The Love character’s
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manifesto was the Resurrection poem by Gustav Mahler and the organ was the heart
organ. We would discover and explore this all through improvisation.Our goal was to
start collecting a list of movement motifs and characteristics that could describe the
character’s physicality, seeking also an arc and from there to develop choreography.
That was the intent, that was how it began.
Because of having difficulty scheduling Michaella, I worked singularly with
Lauren. Eventually Michaella had to drop out of the project for personal reasons. When
this happened, I was surprisingly not worried. I was so busy with the wealth of
information to process with Lauren, that it almost felt like a small blessing, allowing me to
focus more in depth with Lauren’s character. I didn’t know exactly what I was going to
do--if I was going to recast Michaella or take over the role myself--but I had a sense of
inner-peace that somehow everything was going to be all right and that this shift was
opening up a space for something, something that I just didn’t know of yet. I focused all
my attention on working with Lauren and developing her character. The central question
which guided our rehearsals now was, “What is this character’s story?” And since I had
identified the heart organ as important to this character, another question was, “What
does the heart have to say?” Hence, our research began.
Phase One Research: What is the character’s story? What does the heart have to
say?
We engaged in a series of improvisations, drawing from Body-Mind centering,
authentic movement, meditation, and journaling. We reflected and debriefed all these
experiences through conversation, journaling and art.
Our first explorations were as follows:
1. I asked Lauren to free write in response to my asking her to play this character. I
then asked her to share this writing with me through movement only. Following
that movement improvisation, we drew a map of the improvisation and identified
the movement themes.
2. Our next rehearsal, was devoted to exploring cellular breathing in the heart organ
through Body-Mind centering. I directed Lauren through an exploration of the
heart which begin with anatomical and conceptual information, allowing her to
follow her own inner impulses from the heart. Immediately after this, she
recorded the experience in her journal. We then discussed together how it related
to her life. We identified the movement, motifs and patterns that came up. We
then identified the emotional themes of the improvisation. This improvisation was
very moving for Lauren. She had had a hard week and found herself in tears after
allowing her heart to be voiced through movement. We drew a physical map of
what came up during the heart improvisation, identifying specifically where the
emotional markers were on her physical map. We began an ongoing list of
movement patterns and qualities connected to the heart organ and the cells and
ultimately defined this character.
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3. Our rehearsal process continued to explore improvisation through authentic
movement, as well as continuing to clarify the movement map that we had
discovered in our previous sessions.
4. At this point, we moved our rehearsals permanently to outside. We began
working with attention to the space and how nature influenced our improvisational
experience.
5. I asked Lauren to respond to all the improvisations we had done thus far through
creative writing. she was allowed to respond in any way she wanted, but was
simply directed to use this writing assignment as an opportunity to express what
her inner heart was trying to say.
6. I engaged the two of us in a dialogue about having greater perspective in the
challenging moments in our lives. I asked lauren to think of things in her own life
that at first challenged her, but then turned out to be blessings in disguise. We
also looked at the poem that I had previously asked her to write about her
experiences.
7. We reread the Resurrection poem by Gustav Mahler and talked about it’s
meaning.
8. Our rehearsals continued to explore the heart organ and the cells. We did several
more improvisations based on these organs, but now from a different lense. I
guided Lauren to experience the heart and cells in a more compassionate and
grounded sense as opposed to the first time she experienced the heart which
brought up painful emotions. I used a combination of chakra meditations,
information about the heart, it’s capacity to be powerful and compassionate, and
imagery of the cells and being connected to the space around her as an attempt
to help Lauren feel a sense of resolve, hope, and of being at one with all that was
in the environment.

Turning Point
1. At this point in our rehearsals, I still had performative intent for all of our
improvisations and intended to use them to craft a performance. We clearly had
identified a map, an arc of this character, the pathways and stages the character
would go through. We also had a list of motifs and patterns that made up the
character’s movement vocabulary, based upon the BodyMind centering and
authentic movement improvisations. Up until now, I had always been very active
in our improvisations, constantly guiding Lauen through our experience. She
relied upon my guidance and stimulus to be able to access these inner parts of
herself and experiences within the spaceexperiences that felt extremely rich
(and foreign) to us. But now, with the hope to have a more performance like
product, I asked Lauren if she could perform the entire character map for me,
also including the movement motifs that we discovered. It was to be
improvisational with her dancing from impulse, just using the improvisations as a
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base from our previous research. Again, she was given the task to perform the
whole improvisation selfguided. It was not very successful. It felt like the
abridged or summary version of what we had done the previous
semesternothing was as full or rich as we had known it to be, but rather, just a
sampling.
2. This was a crucial point in our art making process. We had scheduled a feedback
session with my mentors for the coming week, but I felt very uncertain about what
we had to show them. We had done a lot of deeply personal somatic research
which I thought we would use for performance. But in my attempt to mold what
we had into a performance, I realized that what we had did not feel like a
performance at all. In fact, it really felt more like we had engaged in an entire
semester of dance therapy with myself as guide/therapist and Lauren as
someone bringing deeply personal aspects of her life to the sessions that needed
healing. This was the point in our process where we asked ourselves, “What is it
exactly that we have done?” “And how will we share it with others?” It was
abounding with meaning, but it did not seem to fit into the performance structure
that I was trying to make it be.
Phase Two Research: Shaping, Honing, Allowing
1. The next thing that happened in our rehearsal process was a feedback showing
with Kristen, Marilynn and Alexx. I decided that we would simply show them
exactly what we had done the whole semester. I would not ask Lauren to go
through all of our improvisations as a performance on her own. Instead, like we
had been practicing all along, I would guide her through the journey that we had
mapped out. I would use her poem and our other important research e.g., the
Resurrection poem and heart imagery, as stimulus to guide Lauren through an
improvisational experience hopefully, offering something meaningful to the
audience as viewers of this experience. Lauren and I knew that we had
experienced something extrodinary between the two of us. Our desire was to find
a way to share this experience with others so that they too could relate to what
we felt was a universal storytranscending challenges by finding greater
perspective, allowing them to becoming our aid in “perfecting” oneself. We
presented an improvisational duet, myself as guide/facilitator and Lauren and as
mover/dancer. We were very uncertain as to how to engage the audience and
questioned ourselves about how we could guide them through an experiential
work, inviting them to share in and witness the story.
2. Lauren and I still felt as if we were in the unknown territory of dance therapy and
didn’t feel as if we were doing performance work. Despite this, we knew we
wanted to share a visual movement experience with an audience. The feedback
from my mentors was pleasantly surprising. I was uncertain about what exactly
we had and how we could present it. But my mentors could see a type of
performance already germinating that just needed a little more shaping.
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3. At this point, we shifted our focus. We allowed the work to speak for itself, and be
what it was. We began just trying to listen and then hone, shape and develop
what was already emerging. We started listening more deeply to what felt like
guidance and a powerful journey between the two of us which was becoming a
work of art. I have previously described the work as it’s own entity, but at this
point in the rehearsals I really began to feel it. Its presence was there all along
and I sensed the decisions it wanted me to make, from bringing Lauren and I
together, to minimizing our cast, to choosing the Bird’s nest as the site, etc., etc.
All of these little choices were so deeply felt, but now I recognized them as
coming from somewhere beyond myself as if this “Art spirit” was channeling itself
through Lauren and me. Our approach to the piece became more about the
audience’s involvement, the nature of performance, trust, connecting to Spirit and
our roles within a trio (audience, facilitator, and mover). The next few rehearsals,
we had two tasks: 1. Shape and hone the blocking, making a few clear editing
choices. 2. Practice with an audience, working on how to invite them into the
work and practice relating between performer and audience.
4. Our first rehearsal in this new mindset dealt with the task of finding clear and
supportive way to narrate the blocking. Here, we were greatly influenced by
Deborah Hay’s “What if?” questions. Lauren and I engaged in a discussion about
Deborah Hay and her approach to performance, looking at her statements like, “I
am movement without looking for it.” and “Wherever I am the dance is.” For this
rehearsal, I led Lauren again through a guided improvisation, directing her to go
wherever she felt intuitively led in the outdoor space, trusting her impulses. I used
the score that we had begun to build on since our first rehearsals together-- the
score that had her narrative mapped out and the poem which was a verbal
expression of this physical map. These were my tools to guide Lauren. With
these tools, I also followed my impulses, riffing off of her poem and adding in
extra stimulus or imagery when I felt the need. In this improvisation, I brought up
many of Deborah Hay’s quotes from our discussions, turning them into “What if”
questions for Lauren, e.g., “What if you already are the dance?” This rehearsal
was one of my favorites and one of our most playful explorations. We emerged in
a new sense of partnership. I had always been guide, facilitator, and even
therapist, but now I felt like partner. I felt as though we both were making choices
in response to each other. I wasn’t just the neutral party holding space, allowing
Lauren to let her heart speak and find her way (as I had been in some of the past
explorations). At this point, I felt like we were dancing together. I was the creative
agent in her experience. I truly always was a creative energy in her experience,
but this day a new understanding of our partnership emerged. I compare the
feeling to dancing a tango. There is a leader and follower, both highly active
participants in co-creating the dance. I was the leader, inviting Lauren, to open or
close a space, influencing her energy by directing the flow of motion, but helping
the motion to stay in continuous flow. Lauren was the follower, the one to
maintain continuous flow and to accept the leader’s invitations by continuing to
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move her own creative energy in flow and by deeply trusting the leader to take
care of her. We were truly dancing together, me directing with words and Lauren
responding to the stimulus through movement. The experience was incredibly
satisfying, playful, healing, connecting, and amazing! We hugged each other after
the improvisation, both in wonder of what we had experienced together. I
encouraged her that we would continue to investigate how we were treating
performance. Inspired by Deborah Hay, we were already the dance, we already
were the movement, the dance was happening wherever we were.
5. After the last rehearsal, we had our blocking, my guiding materials (the poem)
and the terms of partnership with each other and the space (deeply responsive).
For the final two rehearsals before the performance weekend, I invited an
audience so that we could practice relating to this third party in our performance.
All of our focus and questions shifted to how to integrate and engage an
audience. Influenced by our research with authentic movement, I invited the
audience to be a witness to the experience. Beyond that, Lauren and I invited
them to have their own experience and really engage with us in the journey
together. I did this by giving the audience background information about the work
and our use of somatic forms, leading them through a heart meditation prior to
viewing the work in the hopes of offering them a chance to become more
kinesthetically engaged with us and finally by inviting them to physically follow
Lauren as she improvised through the space, choosing their own vantage points.
The audience became an important aspect of our performance. I began to refer
to the work as a sitespecific trio and sought to give the audience agency and an
opportunity for true participation in the work. These rehearsals with an audience
were very useful in developing our connection to that third party and provided us
great feedback as to how to offer the audience the most clarity and freedom
within the work.
Reevaluating the Pillars of the Work
At the end of the project heading into the performance, I had the vantage point of
being able to look at our work and see what had become its important elements.
Especially at Emerge, through composing an abstract, I realized that everything we had
set out to do did in fact get accomplished in some way. My original pillars from the fall
were spiritual embodiment, storytelling, and social dance/nonwestern dance. The desire
to work with social dance was to work with improvisation and dance/performance outside
of the western proscenium stage model. Though we did not use folk dances, we
accomplished this by using improvisation and working at a specific outdoor site. The face
of the work did change greatly from the beginning, but still all the original pillars were
there!
Our starting points into this project were storytelling and improvisation. Our main
task was to discover the narrative for an archetypal character. We were telling a story,
what felt like an important and beautiful story, well developed out of BodyMind
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Centering and authentic movement improvisations. Specific and clear, a story of growth,
courage, and love emerged. Though the movement and relationship to the character
was through the lens of Lauren and her life, we went in with a specific focus and
understanding of the character through guiding texts (Resurrection by Gustav Mahler)
and discussions about perspective. A very clear story and a narrative did emerge from
our explorations! Lauren improvised the performance, but the arc of the journey and
landmarks in it remained the same. She began in a circle of destruction and pain,
traveled away and experienced moments of hope, courageously returned, gathering all
her pain and tending to it, left again, and ended in gratitude and love. That is the
simplified narrative arc. To guide Lauren and the audience through that journey, we used
a poem that Lauren wrote, a verbal expression of the movement improvisation. It was my
role as a narrator and guide to do a dramatic reading of the poem for both the audience
and Lauren. We were telling a story together, through poetry and movement, one that
had emerged from the body itself through directed improvisations.
The other pillar was to engage with dance outside of the western proscenium
context and beyond the purpose for just performance and pleasing aesthetics. We didn’t
use social dance to do this as I had been attempting in the fall semester, but this work
very much did engage with performance in an expansive and alternative way. Being
sitespecific, our piece involved the element of space, environment, and nature. This
enhanced the richness of the experience and stimulation for all, apart of the work, simply
by placing it in a new environment. The piece makes very specific invitations to the
audience to be in the work. First, the audience is given the framework that they are
invited to see themselves as a witness, holding space. They are told that we also hold
the space for them to have their experience. Right away, the tone of the piece and how
the audience is invited to be in it is set. The performance begins with a meditation for the
audience, bringing everyone into a physical experience, transforming their starting point
to view the work, and offering them a chance to feel kinesthetically engaged and
kinesthetically empathetic to the mover. Again, this was inviting the audience deeper into
engagement. The piece then invites the audience to literally travel with the performers
along a path through the space, choosing their own vantage points and pathways to
follow. The audience is given agency and asked to be a part of the work themselves.
What began as a duet between Lauren and myself became a sitespecific trio with the
audience. Set in an intimate and rich environment and with goals beyond performance,
the pillar of dancing in a nonwestern proscenium model was very present!
And lastly, for me, the most satisfying and exciting aspect and pillar of this project
was how it became about spiritual embodiment. I suppose this happened partly because
of who I am. I strive to live connected to a spiritual Presence in all areas of my life, so it
was no different when I started this project. Staying connected to Spirit/spiritual
embodiment was a natural intention. But what is spiritual embodiment in art and
performance? This was something I wanted to explore back in the summer during SURP
and in the Fall semester. I thought, I would compose dance rituals, use movement to
make prayers and intentionally invite in certain energies. There are numerous examples
of very clear spiritual embodiment in dance from Sufi Whirling Dervishes, to Shamans, to
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Afro-haitian dances that channel the Deities through dance in order to give messages to
the public. There are so many forms across cultures and are a sumptuous thing to study!
I have not yet done any in depth study of this topic. I just have an interest of it and do
direct my attention to spirituality on a regular basis. But how and why did this project
express spiritual embodiment? How could it become spiritual embodiment with just my
interest and inclination to the spiritual? I ask these questions now in reflection to greater
understand what I feel this project was and what I feel spiritual embodiment is. I didn’t
study spiritual embodiment and I didn’t intensely try to create it-- like I had in the summer
and fall when I specifically composed movement rituals. And at the end of the fall, I
decided, there wasn’t enough to time to fully investigate spiritual embodiment in dance,
so I let that pillar drop in order to focus on storytelling. And yet, at the end of the project,
there it was a very spiritual theme throughout. This project felt spiritual because we
practiced deep listening to our inner selves and to our environment, we sensed a greater
energy supporting us through the process, we approached our performance with a very
intentional mindset focused on healing instead of impressive choreography, and we were
exploring themes of healing, connection, identity in the universe, and purpose.
Ultimately, I feel it was spiritual embodiment because of what we believed and how we
approached movement and performance. In fact, at this point, that feels like what makes
anything spiritual. If you believe that you are connecting to a greater Spirit and that your
purpose is to hear the Spirit, channel it, and offer healing in some way then I say that is
spiritual embodiment. Again, in the early stages of this project, I didn’t have a lofty
perspective about what we were attempting to do. It is only from this end perspective
that I am making such grandiose claims. Following, I will describe the things we did that
felt spiritual, in my attempt to continue understanding what is spirituality in the arts.
First and perhaps truly the foremost reason this felt spiritual was because it was
all about listening, intuition, and trust. I did not consciously decide to be very open
through the rehearsal process. I knew that I did not exactly know what my artistic
process would be. My mentors were encouraging and supportive, saying that it was okay
to not know and that I was learning. They encouraged me to have some sort of plan or
idea, but that really the discovery happened in the work and the process. This
encouragement allowed me to shift approaches. I could not plan everything out on paper
(something I had done a great deal of during the summer and fall). No, this art-making
and seemed to require very open exploration. I fully embraced this and the process
became so much about openness, willingness to listen and being guided through
intuition and then at the end, deep trust that we would continue to be guided.
Specifically, I would go into rehearsal with a list of improvisations that I felt we should try,
but I was very responsive in the moment, allowing something to unfold. Also, I was
leading Lauren through these improvisations, guiding her with imagery, ideas, and
directions. I sometimes read from books, two specifically: Wisdom of the Body Moving by
Linda Hartley and Ask your Angels by Daniel Alma et. al., but I most always veered off of
the books and began adding my own images. All this was made up on the spot. And,
though I am very creative, I don’t credit myself for being able to know what to say. What I
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said was coming from a deeper place within and what I sensed based on Lauren and the
environment.
Lauren also was directed to engage in deep listening. We were using the
practices of authentic movement and Body-Mind Centering. Impulse and Improvisation
were cornerstones of our work. I encouraged Lauren again and again to really listen for
those deep impulses, to hear them, and allow them to speak. This is how we practiced
and moved. I never considered authentic movement and Body-Mind Centering to be
spiritual practices before. Clearly, they are therapeutic somatic modalities. They are
used for therapy. That is not necessary spiritual; or is it? These practices are about
deeply listening, listening to wisdom within. These practices ask us to hear our innermost
guide. But who and what is that? When we listen to our intuition is that spiritual? Maybe
strangely, (or maybe not) I think it is! Intuition is our Inner Wise Teacher, the part of us
that is connected to a Great Universal Source of Wisdom, a greater Loving Energy. I am
delightedly surprised to conclude that the practice of improvisation can very naturally be
spiritual. It is not an absolute, nor does improvisation have to be spiritual, but
improvisation requires one to be very present, responsive to the environment, and
guided by deep inner impulses. It has the potential to be a very spiritual practice indeed.
The themes that we were exploring also felt very spiritual. The healing aspect
and encouragement to find peace and connection within a painful world feels spiritual.
This does make me question. Is all healing work spiritual? Is attention to wellness
spiritual? Always, I digress. Perhaps at this point I should attempt to define my terms.
This feels quite funny because I feel so inadequate to attempt to say what is spiritual and
what is Spirit. How do the theologians do it? I see something as being spiritual when
Spirit is present, or, when being present with Spirit.
In our improvisations, I said things like, “Feel supported by everything in the
environment and feel that you are also supporting everything.” or “Draw energy up from
the earth and into your body, feeling grounded, stable, nourished, and rooted.” The cell
explorations especially caused feelings of oneness with the environment by the
suggestion that we are all made of the same tiny units. The heart explorations, though
painful at first, soon became about expressing love, compassion, and kindness. Again, I
don’t know how to describe what spirituality is, but love, compassion and kindness must
be part of it! There surely is more or maybe that’s enough. Ultimately, this thesis was
about the heart and our ability to let it grow in compassion and brilliance. After cellular
breathing, chakra meditations, and heart organ explorations, Lauren often shared how
healing the experience was. I would ask her to describe what came up during the
improvisations. She talked about feeling connected and supported by a tree that she
touched or a mother energy that helped her to love herself more deeply. She talked
about feeling gratitude and a desire to share love with others. To me these things are
spiritual because of their healing nature, the affirmation that really we are all connected
and that Love is the greatest force in the universe. I know that all sounds very cheesy,
and possibly even trite but this truly is what we felt.
Another important aspect that made this piece spiritual, was simply our choice of
how to approach performance, viewing ourselves as vessels for a healing message to
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come through. I feel strongly that a spiritual experience can be created by personal
intention and belief. We felt connected to Spirit, wellness, Love, and Divine providence
the entire time. We believed that we were and it was very spiritual for us. Towards the
end, we started embracing this more and more and were fully embracing it the week of
the performances.
My perception of myself and performance has shifted greatly within this past
year. No matter what the theme of the work, I’m starting to view my performances as
opportunities to offer something, something greater, something healing and uplifting to
others. Being the director, I brought this approach to Lauren as well, offering it as an
orientation for our performances. We both knew deeply how special this experience was.
It was meditative, healing, divine, amazing, surprising, playful… so many things! And we
both truly felt that there was something greater and beyond ourselves that was in and
throughout this work. We couldn’t have crafted the plan or created the stories and the
healing that was emerging. Poems, encouraging verses, images that I was to express,
feelings of oneness, understanding, guidance all just fell into our laps. Watching this take
shape was surreal. But as we had articulated a few weeks prior to performance
weekend, our task now was to share this deep, intimate, spiritual and soulful journey with
an audience and to invite them in to be a part of our improvisational and completely
unexpected healing journey.
We had been practicing with an audience and were very excited about the
interplay and possibility that was beginning to emerge with our third party. In our very
last conversation before the performance weekend, I discussed with Lauren the spiritual
approach that I wanted to adopt, thus determining in the moment how we would invite in
and relate to the audience. I reminded Lauren how we had both felt that there was
something greater and beyond ourselves at work during this creation and that surely it
was still here with us. There was a reason we were brought together. I encouraged her
to remember that we both acknowledged and knew this and felt we were given a gifta
very specific gift. We were supposed to be together in this moment sharing this story
with the people who were to come. I talked with Lauren about my gospel choir
experience and how, in that context, the purpose of performance and technical ability
was to share a message of love and God and to touch others, uplifting, and inspiring
them. I shared that I felt we were meant to do the same things with our performance and
I believed everyone is meant to share love, hope, and light through whatever
circumstance, chosen field or talent. We just happen to choose art and dance. So I set
the intention for us to be open channels through which our words and performance
would iterate this universal message of love and healing. This last piece, about how to
approach our performance took us deeper into the practice of trust, listening deeply to
authentic impulses, and ultimately into spiritual embodiment.
The Performance
The performance was satisfying and I felt great contentment while performing
and after. When the intention of the performance is about channeling a greater energy,
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then it doesn’t matter what happens. We directed ourselves to stay attentive to Spirit the
whole time. The performance wasn’t about us or any impressive display of talent. When
Lauren and I arrived at the site for our first performance, we both felt a deep and
inexplicable peace and clarity/certainty. We felt the space was very present and
supportive. We felt that we were meant to be in that exact space in that moment. To
prepare for the performance, we sat in the grass and did ritual like activities. I created an
alter of things that were important to us during the process, each item something
discovered and given to me, instead of something I searched for or knew. We read
inspirational cards and a poignant passage from the Bible. We felt an invitation from this
Entity that had been our Guide to drop down into peacefulness. We were elated and
encouraged by the sense ease and patience while performing, with no need to rush, but
only to be present, to each other, our audience and our Guide. We acknowledged again
the perfect orchestration of the entire work. We were meant to be there in that very
moment, sharing that very story. I then read from Job 36 & 37, a passage that I had
flipped to randomly the night before, that connected so beautifully with our theme. This
passage encouraged Job, who experienced many trials, to see the woundings as
blessings that would propel him into greater healing if he could trust God as his wise and
omniscient teacher. This story paralleled our story so perfectly and encouraged us to
trust as well.
On the second day of performance, we prepared ourselves in movement
improvisation that connected us to the space, each other, and Spirit. Our warm-ups and
preparations, whether through reading texts or improvising were like prayers. To
conclude our preparation ritual, we buried a personally meaningful stone in the earth.
The performance was deeply connecting to each other, the audience, and Spirit. I felt
great contentment and peace afterwards. Physically, the performance felt alive and
evolving. New compositions and choices came up. Lauren and I interacted with each
other and connected more deeply in ways that we never had before. It was still, as it had
always been, vibrant, and full of life and play! The response from the audience was
positive as well. Beth McGowan shared how nice it was to see this work in the context of
my development over the past four years, remembering site-specific pieces and my
interest in spirituality and somatics. Emily Pavelka shared that she felt like she was in a
storybook, a response that said to me we had achieved our goal to do storytelling. I
really appreciated the feedback and sought it out well after the performance from my
family. But truly, right after, I didn’t feel the need for any sort of compliment of the work,
because again, it wasn’t about us. We wanted to share a message, we prayed to Spirit
to aid us in doing so, we stayed present and open during the entire work, and at the end
there was just a feeling of certainty and contentment. Together with the audience we
went on a courageous journey. It was never about performance, but rather being
together, collectively through storytelling, witnessing, and active participation trying to
bring more healing and light into life.
The Future
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Looking to the future, it is my desire to build a career centered on the themes of
interculturalism, spirituality, and wellness through the fields of ethnochoreology, somatics,
and performance. I am especially interested in researching topics of social dance, it’s
evolution and codification, the philosophy of the body, spiritual embodiment, and ritual.
Ultimately, I view dance as a mode of healing, a tool to help us become more attentive, and a
tool for political and social change. I am inspired by the work of DanceMotion USA,
companies such as CONTRA-TIEMPO and Urban Bush Women and artists like Anna
Halprin and Liz Lerman. These companies and individuals engage with dance holistically. I
view them as role models as I am beginning to craft a career that blends ethnochoreology,
performance, and somatic therapy as a way to join cultures and promote great healing and
restoration.
While I do have specific goals as listed above, certifications I want to acquire and fields
I would like to enter, it is not my primary focus. Whenever asked to write about goals or the
future, I want to write abstractly about my visions for peace and liberation achieved through
an engagement with art and interculturalism because really it doesn’t matter what I do. It is
not that I am apathetic, but rather that I am open and flexible, affirming that as long as I stay
rooted in greater practices of truth and in communion with God, the specifics of what I do do
not really matter. What is of sole importance for my future is that I keep opening and growing
in my ability to be loving, kind, courageous, compassionate, healthy (inside and out) and
connected to my great Guide. And from this place, that I spend my life sharing with and
encouraging others.
I want my life to be spiritual hence I want my career to be so as well. I want to continue
exploring performance as a spiritual work and desire this perspective with every role and
piece, no matter if the content is humorous, dark, or inspiring. This past semester, I used my
performance as Jack in the Del Rey Player’s Production of Lord of the Flies as a
representation of evil and brokenness so that the audience could see something about
humanity and possibly even themselves. I viewed the performance as an opportunity for
teaching and my job to connect to a greater Spirit of wisdom in order to accomplish that. I
need to experience what it is to be ugly, confusing, and pointless. It is perhaps a lofty and
strange way to approach a performance, as a channel for something greater, but I feel
inexplicably drawn to this format.
I want to dance beyond every boundary and to be wild. There is a deep call within my
soul for wildness, boundlessness, and liberation. I love imagining my molecules spreading
vastly into space, mingling with the universe and loosing it’s form. It is my strong desire to
keep breaking the bounds. Physically, that means if I feel I must dance naked in the trees or
covered in mud a la Anna Halprin or Rudolf Laban, then I must. As an artist, I must dispel
boundaries and fears! (I will insert that any such explorations will consider primarily the
safety of myself and others.) Strange as this all sounds, it is a goal and desire for my future
that I answer these calls of abandon!
This world often divides based on gender, race, and sexuality. We are labeled, and
resources, support, and safety are not afforded to all communities in the same way. I have to
understand myself within all of that, as a light skinned, female bodied person in this world. I
must understand my power and my weaknesses, and what must be done to live a more
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engaged and supportive life with others. I have to know about liberation theory. I have to
become an advocate for interculturalism and to develop strategies that will best facilitate
interculturalism in a world that has not healed from old and lingering wounds. In all that I do,
it must be about wellness and healing. I want to be healthy, in mind, body, and spirit and
want to support others in doing the same.
These are some of the themes and threads of my life, culture, spirituality, wellness,
wildness, and art. Abstractly, I have described it above as things that I feel I need to do in my
life. Specifically, it looks like getting a certification in Body-Mind Centering, studying at the Le
Coq School in Paris, writing and performing in Children’s theater productions, conducting
research in foreign countries within the field of ethnochoreology, going out social dancing,
engaging the community in dance through programs like DANCESmart or others like it,
getting a masters at UCLA, and continuing to make things through art, dance, and poetry. It
could look like a million things! It could be all of them or just one of them. It doesn’t matter
how it manifests, just as it didn’t matter how the pillars of my thesis manifested. But those are
the pillars that I will keep articulating as desires for my life.
I don’t know where I will be in five or ten years and find it humorous to declare it so.
Maybe for some, there is value in such a specific plan. Just like my thesis, I want to remain
open to where I will be led. In its early stages I articulated so many preliminary ideas and
goals about my thesis and then it evolved in a direction that I could never have planned. I
ended up somewhere amazing that I did not anticipate and could not have known. It is
humorous, now, to do so much articulating about something at its genesis. It is like having a
living seed and then painting an elaborate picture of what kind plant that seed is going to
grow into, instead of just watering it and tending to it’s needs, allowing it grow into what it
already is. My soul, the place where God resides, is the gardener of my life, not my thinking
mind. While I have laid out some goals and desires, just as I discovered was the primary
guiding element in my thesis, the primary guiding element for my life is trust and spirituality.
That is what my thesis gave me; courage to step into the unknown, to listen at each moment,
to acknowledge the spiritual, to keep making choices and doing work, but to be flexible to
see what something truly is and allow it to grow and develop, and to see everything in life as
a blessing, especially the challenges. My project can be viewed as a microcosm for how I
want to live my life--presently and in the future--open, guided, and listening.
I could not conclude this thesis without expressing gratitude. I am grateful for the
experience of the entire project, deeply grateful to my generous mentors and trusting partner
Lauren. I am also so very grateful for all my teachers who shared bits of their wisdom and
knowledge with me, opening my world more than I could have ever imagined, to all its
possibilities. All of our lives are filled with such blessings, mine in abundance.
Thank you, from the heart.<3<3<3
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“Hardship often prepares an ordinary person for an extraordinary destiny.” C.S. Lewis
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Story of the Love Character by Lauren Delisle
She sits in a field of wreckage
Surrounded by the debris of her own ship
Tumultuous waters had wrecked her and
She could not reach a grip.
Tumbling through violent pain
She sought only immediate relief
But the angry winds that tossed her
Kept her in misery and grief
Loss and absence were all consuming
But she refused surrender
Little did she know that this was the only solution to mend her
She fought and never allowed
Wanting only to keep the vow
That she was okay
Though disarray
Had captured her soul –
Made her empty where she used to be whole.
Yet on she marched in search of a light
She only hoped was there,
Walking blindly away from her past
Look back – she did not dare
Once far along the path she traveled
She found boldness looking out
She felt suddenly awakened by a feeling of hope
Finding rapture in what used to be doubt.
Though she stood separate at this time,
Detached from old emotion
She felt acknowledged by the world around her
Immersed in self devotion.
Until the moment she did look back and caught a glimpse of her demise
The regret, the guilt, the angst – the sorrow in her eyes
Realization had pierced her
Escape was never bliss
Because it stole her from being present
Forcing her deeper into an abyss
Of anguish
Resistant, she crept
She thrashed and she wept
Until – again she stood
Among the shattered old remains
Yet craving a false sense of safety
She refused to count her pains
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Her mind, it kept her shackled
From the sentiments of her heart
And the resulting anger that came –
It ripped her mind apart.
“This is me, this is me, this is you”
Her heart cried out in revolt.
It beat rapidly inside her chest
Screaming the mind to holt.
To come to a place of stillness and accept the heart’s convictions
Allowing herself to feel the ache of her own afflictions.
And though the mind was a skeptic
It began to repeat the phrase
“This is me, this is me, this is me”
A chant of courageous praise
Carefully it opened the chains
And let emotions loose
She could now feel and breath once more
Her mind – no longer a noose
She shook with the lack of control
Though her ship had now been recovered
But she still needed to tend to her past
Her grief, though quiet, hovered.
So inch by inch, she raised her sails
And tending to each of her pains
She filled each empty hole with
The hope that swirled though her veins.
She sewed stitches on the wounds
And left scars in the shape of the heart
The part which had once terrified her
Now became her art
And finally, feeling peace
And harnessing that hope
She stood upon her feet
As if pulled by an angel’s rope
With twine at her fingertips
And scars along her bow
She bore her past for others
Reminding them that now
The guiding force of hope
Had given her a shove
And now, healed from her hardships
All she had to share was love.
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Resurrection by Gustav Mahler
Rise again, yes, you will rise again,
Your dust, after brief rest!
Immortal life! Immortal life
Will He, who called you, grant you.
To bloom again, you were sown!
The Lord of the Harvest goes
And gathers like sheaves,
Us, who died.
O believe, my heart, believe:
Nothing will be lost to you!
Yours, yes, yours is what you longed for,
Yours what you loved,
What you fought for!
O believe:
You were not born in vain!
You have not lived in vain, nor suffered!
All that has come into being must perish!
All that has perished must rise again!
Cease from trembling!
Prepare to live!
O Pain, piercer of all things!
From you I have been wrested!
O Death, conqueror of all things!
Now you are conquered!
With wings I won for myself,
In love’s ardent struggle,
I shall fly upwards To that light which no eye has penetrated!
I shall die so as to live!
Rise again, yes, you will rise again,
My heart, in the twinkling of an eye!
What you have conquered,
Will bear you to God!
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